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Golasso Basketball Shot Clock is a simple and easy to use software utility designed for basketball players and timekeepers, which can be used on any computer or laptop to countdown the seconds before a player has to take a shot, otherwise risking penalties and losing the ball to the benefit of their adversary. The
shot clock, also known as play shot, is used in basketball mainly, but other sports as well, as a means of increasing the pace of the game and force players to either take a shot and score a field goal. Following an uneventful installation process, you can launch the application and it allows you to choose the preferred
'Color Code' from the available options. The number inside each square is the code you need to input, while its background and text colors are the ones that will be used to display the clock. Additionally, Golasso Basketball Shot Clock enables you to enter the amount of seconds before a player has to take a shot or
score a field goal. Similarly, you can select a size from the seven options and choose whether to view the clock in full screen or windowed mode, however you prefer. Moreover, the program allows you to opt for a 'Dot Matrix' or 'Block' number style, then activate or deactivate the display of command buttons in the
clock screen. If you choose to hide them, you will need to remember the keyboard commands listed in the main window. When the clock reaches ten seconds, it will start to display the milliseconds as well, emitting a buzzing sound when the time runs out. To summarize, Golasso Basketball Shot Clock is a useful tool
that can be used by basketball players to practice their favorite game, including the fast pace and the pressure that comes with it, in order to improve their performance. You can use the application's integrated speech synthesis engine to dictate texts to your device. For example, you can record a message using the
microphone, or retrieve a previously recorded text and view it, using the last line of text for a text-to-speech command. This feature is useful, for example, in the event of loss of your voice, when you need to dictate a text to your colleague using phone or when you are unable to enter commands on the keyboard.
Another useful feature is that you can use the last line of the text to specify a destination like email, a social network or a website. In order to launch the speech engine, simply click on the 'Speech to Text' icon on the main window
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Main Features: * The time remaining until the player has to take a shot or score a field goal. * Shot Clock and milliseconds display. * Command buttons hidden or not. * Set the countdown counting mode from the following options: 'Dot Matrix', 'Block' and 'Keyboard'. * Change time counting fonts and colors. * Option
to adjust the clock size from the 7 available options. * If the clock size is changed, the number of squares is adjusted accordingly. * Indicate the number of seconds before a player has to take a shot or score a field goal. * Choose the color of the squares or dots, background and text colors. * The countdown ends and
the system beeps if the timer reaches ten seconds. * Choose whether or not to display the time as full screen or windowed. * Choose whether the command buttons will be displayed. * Automatic recognition of the keyboard commands. - See more at: Version 2.2.0 (update version 2.2.1): - More friendly and easy to
use. - New user interface. - New public profile details, messages, and chat room. - New notification messages. - New dialog box for displaying simple errors when run on Windows 7. - New dialog box for displaying simple errors when run on Windows 8. - New dialog box for displaying simple errors when run on
Windows 10. - New logo. - Improved performance on slow computers. - Windows and Linux Friendly. - New player profile details and chat room. - Player scorecard integration. - Player statistics integration. - Multiple languages. - Many minor improvements and fixes. Compatibility: - Windows 7: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Windows 8: Windows 8/8.1/10 - Windows XP: Windows XP - Linux: Linux Version 2.2.1: - New tutorial: Just to refresh your memory or get the latest information about the software. - New statistics charts: Now you can see all the statistics charts in a single screen. - New installer: You b7e8fdf5c8
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✓ Enhanced color codes ✓ Updated design in all languages ✓ New icon ✓ New user interface ✓ New sound effects ✓ New features ✓ New interface and new dialogs ✓ New languages ✓ Improved features When you launch Picasa 3.0.4 on Windows, you will find the support for the new Windows 7 and Windows Vista.
Features such as background and other user interface changes makes it easy and quick to customize your own look for the picture-viewing and editing programs. Picasa 3.0.4 download size is 1.21 mb, you can download Picasa 3.0.4 instantly. On top of the software, you can download 5000 + Free Icon Sets to
enhance the appearance of your PC desktop. Picasa 3.0.4 Picasa 3.0.4 is a powerful yet easy-to-use photo organizer. It provides automatic enhancements to every picture, quick and easy-to-use trimming and editing, and automatic sharing. Software features: Picasa 3.0.4 download size is 1.21 mb, you can download
Picasa 3.0.4 instantly. On top of the software, you can download 5000 + Free Icon Sets to enhance the appearance of your PC desktop. Picasa 3.0.4 Picasa 3.0.4 is a powerful yet easy-to-use photo organizer. It provides automatic enhancements to every picture, quick and easy-to-use trimming and editing, and
automatic sharing. Software features: ✓ Quick and easy-to-use trimming and editing ✓ Automatic sharing through Share with Internet ✓ Automatic enhancements ✓ Grouping photos ✓ Multi-page editing Additional, The Picasa Utility 3.0.4 comes with the most recent updates to the Picasa photo-management
software. Picasa 3.0.4 Picasa 3.0.4 is a powerful yet easy-to-use photo organizer. It provides automatic enhancements to every picture, quick and easy-to-use trimming and editing, and automatic sharing. Software features: ✓ Quick and easy-to-use trimming and editing ✓ Automatic sharing through Share with
Internet ✓ Automatic enhancements ✓ Grouping photos ✓ Multi-page editing Additional, The Picasa Utility 3

What's New in the Golasso Basketball Shot Clock?
* Use this app to count down the time! * Start playing that close game with the 'Toll Shot' * Add time to the game for the coach to review, then start a countdown for the player to take a shot or make a basket * Use this app to count down the time! * Start playing that close game with the 'Toll Shot' * Add time to the
game for the coach to review, then start a countdown for the player to take a shot or make a basket * Use the'shooting tip off' option to increase the score and start the clock * Counting down until the ball goes in to give your team the advantage! * Play in the game and shoot a shot to earn additional time * Simple
to use and set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your team or arena * Easy to use and set up * Play in the game and shoot a shot to earn additional time * Simple to use and set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your team or arena * Easy to use and set up * The clock
is counting down! * The clock is counting down! * Simple to use and set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your team or arena * Easy to use and set up * Adjust to your desired display size * The clock is counting down! * Timer is counting down * The clock is counting down! * Simple to use and
set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your team or arena * Easy to use and set up * Adjust to your desired display size * The clock is counting down! * Timer is counting down * The clock is counting down! * Simple to use and set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your
team or arena * Easy to use and set up * Adjust to your desired display size * The clock is counting down! * Timer is counting down * The clock is counting down! * Simple to use and set up * Change color and background pattern * Customize to your team or arena * Easy to use and set up * Adjust to your desired
display size * The clock is counting down! * Timer is counting down * The clock is counting down! * Simple to use and set up * Change
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System Requirements:
- Minimum Specifications: (for 1080p displays): - Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 @ 3.2GHz or AMD Phenom X3 8650 @ 3.6GHz - Memory: 2GB RAM - Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 5000 or NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT - HDD: 4GB - OS: Windows Vista / 7 - Internet: Broadband connection - Resolution: 1024 x 768 - Video
Card: 1GB VRAM, DirectX 10 Compatible - DirectX Version: 10.
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